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XOOPS@IBDeeming! announces a new release of XOOP-Stats v1.0 for XOOPS 2.0.7+. This
version of Stats has been taken from versions we have worked on for PHPNuke for almost 2
years. There are a number of enhancements to make this an integral part of your XOOPS site!

This version has the following features:

ADMIN Functions
Full featured PHPInfo for admins. How many times have you needed to install a
mod or hack that required certian PHP settings, but you struggled finding them?
Well, we have it broken out for you. You can get the full listing, general listing,
credits, configuration, modules, environment, variables, and license.
Visitors by IP - We track the nubmer of times a unique IP visits your site, the
date and time stamp as well. The table presented shows the number of hits for a
given IP during an hourly timeframe. You also have the ability to purge this table
at anytime.
Refers - This gives you ALL referers to your site. Again, based on date and hour
timestamp. You will see the total number of hits for a given referer. The table
displays the HOST name, but the link takes you to the full referer path!
Templates - Everything has templates! So, modify to your hearts content! The
entire package is fully integrated with the power of XOOPS!

USER Functions - Here's where the real sweet features are located!
BLOCKS - First off, there are 2 blocks in this release.

Site Hits - This block shows the total hits for the site. Your standard hits
block, but with a twist. You have admin options to show just total hits, or
total hits, and historically the totals hits for previous years! This one looks
good as a side or center.
Referers Hits - This block allows you to show the top referers. Admin
options allow you to specify how many to display, and whether you want
to include refers from "self." In other words, see refers from your own site
to your own site! This one looks good as a center. Too much detail for a
side!

Site Statistics
Basic Statistics - This shows you the number of unique hits from
browsers, and there are a bunch supported! We track BOT/SPIDER
visits. This logic is updated regularly as we track the new ones that are
born almost daily! It tracks the number of unique O/S's. We've also tied it
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to XOOPS standard modules to show links, news, users, content, etc. If
the mod isn't active, the data doesn't display! Finally, we show the
visitor's browser to them. We know what you use!
Hit Details - This shows the hits for the year, months in the year, days in
the month, and hourly hits. Each entry in the tables have a link to display
specificsfor a particular day. Do you want to know the specifics for 3 days
ago? You can click that day, and get the details!

There is more planned for the future, and we are always open to suggestions or needs! 

INSTALLATION

There is a minor requirement to make this thing go.

Remember to always make a backup if installing over existing directory structures! Copy the
contents of the package to a temporary location. Remove the statistics data and copy to your
site. Log in as admin, and install. Next, edit your XOOPS file called header.php Add the
following

// for stats by XOOPS@IBDeeming!
include_once XOOPS_ROOT_PATH.'/modules/statistics/include/hitcounter.php';

at the top of the file under the line

include_once XOOPS_ROOT_PATH.'/class/xoopsblock.php';

That should do it! 

SUPPORT

Go to XOOPS@IBDeeming! and check the forums. You can also contact us at the site for more
support!

Thanks for using this mod!

Check it out HERE!
Get your copyHERE!

http://xoops.ibdeeming.com
http://xoops.ibdeeming.com
http://xoops.ibdeeming.com/modules/statistics/
http://xoops.ibdeeming.com/modules/mydownloads/visit.php?cid=2&lid=4
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There is more planned for the future, and we are always open to suggestions or needs! 

INSTALLATION

There is a minor requirement to make this thing go.

Remember to always make a backup if installing over existing directory structures! Copy the
contents of the package to a temporary location. Remove the statistics data and copy to your
site. Log in as admin, and install. Next, edit your XOOPS file called header.php Add the
following

// for stats by XOOPS@IBDeeming!
include_once XOOPS_ROOT_PATH.'/modules/statistics/include/hitcounter.php';

at the top of the file under the line

include_once XOOPS_ROOT_PATH.'/class/xoopsblock.php';

That should do it! 

SUPPORT

Go to XOOPS@IBDeeming! and check the forums. You can also contact us at the site for more
support!

Thanks for using this mod!

Check it out HERE!
Get your copyHERE!
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